The

Intersection
of Trees and Safety
BY ELIZABETH MACDONALD
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OR AT LEAST 250 YEARS, the finest of streets the world over have been lined with trees.

On the best tree-lined streets the trees are planted all the way to the corners. Indeed, in Paris,
a city noted for its street trees, if the regular spacing of trees along the street runs short at an
intersection, there is likely to be an extra tree placed at the corner. Yet in America, elm- or oakshaded residential streets and commercial main streets are all too often only memories of good
American urban design. In the automobile age, a real concern with safety has resulted in street
tree standards that dictate long setbacks from intersections, ostensibly to achieve unobstructed
sight lines for drivers. But are street trees the safety problem they are purported to be?
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U NOBSTRUCTED V IEWS
Engineering design policy manuals, such as those of the American Association of
State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), recommend designing street
intersections with clear sight-triangles so a driver can see potential conflicts before entering an intersection. These triangles extend hundreds of feet beyond the intersection.
Recommended designs eliminate objects above sidewalk level that intrude into the
sight-triangle and may interfere with a driver’s vision.
Traffic and highway engineering textbooks describing the “clear sight-triangle”
concept generally show diagrammatic views of intersections indicating sidewalk trees as
objects to be eliminated. In the diagrams, trees are represented as solid circles, implying
they are solid cylinders going all the way to the ground. This representation is of course
unrealistic because street trees typically are trimmed to branch high. And although the
intent of the clear sight-triangle is to eliminate physical obstructions from a driver’s cone
of vision, which operates in a three-dimensional world, the triangle is conceptualized in
two-dimensional terms. In reality, the part of a street tree that would intrude on a driver’s
central cone of vision is the trunk, a relatively narrow vertical element.
AASHTO policy recommendations and their embedded assumptions that street trees
must be eliminated from clear sight-triangles have resulted in many cities adopting street
design standards that severely restrict sidewalk trees at intersections. Large set-back
restrictions on trees often apply regardless of how a given intersection is controlled, while
no similar regulations are written for other things commonly placed on sidewalks near
intersections, such as newspaper racks, traffic signal poles, streetlights, and parking
meters. Furthermore, urban street design ordinances generally do not require holding
back on-street parking spaces a large distance from an intersection, so in practice parking
spaces often intrude into the sight-triangles.
In sum, engineering policy recommendations in many cities have resulted in vigorous
limitations on street trees near intersections but little regulation of other possibly obstructing elements. This reality is of concern for two reasons. First, restricting street trees may
not be solving the intersection visibility problem. Parked cars and blocks of newspaper
racks can present more of an obstruction to driver’s sight lines than do street trees.
Second, restrictions on street trees at intersections mean that cities are creating streets
that do not function as well as they might for pedestrians. Research from social science and
environmental design disciplines suggests that sidewalk street trees play a major role in
creating well-defined, comfortable, safe-feeling, and inviting pedestrian realms. Closely
planted trees at the sidewalk edge can create a transparent fence that protects pedestrians,
psychologically and physically, from vehicle traffic on the adjacent roadway. They provide
shade on hot, sunny days, and some protection from rain. A recent body of public health
research finds associations between environmental form and levels of physical activity,
suggesting that people are more likely to walk where they feel comfortable and where the
environment is inviting to pedestrians. In addition, street trees provide ecological benefits,
such as shading hard surfaces and evapotranspiration, which helps mitigate urban heat
island effects. Thus trees should not be restricted without careful consideration. ➢

Elizabeth Macdonald is assistant professor of urban design in the Department of City and Regional
Planning at the University of California, Berkeley and currently chairs the Master of
Urban Design Program (emacdon@berkeley.edu).
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A ESTHETICS AND S AFETY
Research from the fields of environmental psychology and public health points to
psychological health benefits of nature in cities. Streets make up the bulk of public space
in cities, and are distributed more evenly throughout the urban environment than are
public parks. Thus they offer the biggest opportunity for the public provision of trees
within cities. Research suggests that street trees can play an important role in helping
make urban environments legible—in other words easily understandable—for people
who live and work in them. Kevin Lynch found that closely planted trees on urban streets
contributed to pathway imageability (that is, the ability to form and hold a mental picture
of something), which can help people make sense of urban spatial environments, create
clear cognitive maps, and navigate from one place to another.
Sidewalks near intersections should be designed for pedestrian comfort as well as
safety, since pedestrians tend to gather at intersections. They are route choice points, where
people often stop to ponder which direction to go, as well as common meeting locations.
Traffic controls at intersections oblige pedestrians to stop and wait there, although the
close contact with moving vehicles makes intersections potentially dangerous and uncomfortable places.
Holding street trees back a significant distance from intersections creates large gaps
in the tree line. Indeed, with large setback standards, short blocks can have so few trees
that any positive effect from them is negligible. On a 200-foot-long block in Portland,
Oregon, for example, a typical setback standard, combined with a not-uncommon fifty-foot
standard for spaces between trees, would result in no more than three trees per block.
Transportation planners in recent years have begun to adopt a more holistic and
complex view of streets than in the past. Emphasis is shifting toward equity concerns,
and toward providing streets that work for all transportation modes, especially pedestrians. As a case in point, several years ago the San Francisco Bay Area Metropolitan
Transportation Commission adopted a street redesign program directed at achieving
pedestrian comfort as well as safety. The first objective often proves difficult to achieve
because those qualities that make the best pedestrian environments often conflict with
safety standards requiring large setbacks or large spaces between trees.
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If communities are interested in creating streets that work for pedestrians as well as
cars, they should not restrict sidewalk street trees unless it can be shown unequivocally
that they create unsafe environments. If all trees cause significant visibility problems, then
it makes sense for engineering policy guidance to continue recommending that they be
held back substantial distances from intersections without making allowances for the type
of tree or how it is trimmed. Perhaps a middle ground is possible, by creating more
detailed criteria for sizes and shapes of sidewalk trees within the clear sight-triangle. If
street trees don’t hinder safety, then there is no need to give them up or avoid planting
them near intersections.
L OOKING PA ST T REES
Advances in three-dimensional spatial modeling and improved techniques for simulating movement through virtual spaces make it possible for us to explore the impact of
intersection street trees on driver’s visibility more precisely than was possible in the past.
We recently conducted a study at UC Berkeley that had three objectives. First, we wanted
to understand how AASHTO guidelines apply to typical urban situations, and to identify
any ambiguities and/or conflicts that arise.
AASHTO is concerned with two types of intersection sight-triangles: approach and
departure. Approach sight-triangles are the views that a driver has from a moving vehicle
approaching an intersection; these are applied only at uncontrolled or yield-controlled
intersections, where the driver may not have to stop but must be able to see for some
distance. Departure sight-triangles are the views that a driver has from a vehicle stopped
at a stop sign before crossing or making a turn; these are applied where just one of the
intersecting roadways has stop signs. AASHTO does not specify clear sight-triangles for
intersections with four-way stops. At signalized intersections, AASHTO recommends
applying standards for departure sight-triangles only if moves requiring driver judgment
are permitted, such as right turns on a red light, or left turns where a separate “leftturn-only” signal phase doesn’t exist. (This effectively includes almost every signalized
intersection in California, since right turns on red are permitted except where specifically
prohibited.) ➢
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We did not study uncontrolled or yield-controlled intersections, which are not commonly found in urban locales, and we likewise ignored signalized intersections, as the
sight-triangle specified for a left turn does not affect street tree placement and the sighttriangle specified for the “right-turn-on-red” is the same as for intersections with a two-way
stop. Thus we narrowed our research focus to departure sight-triangles at intersections

Communities should

with stop control on just one roadway.
Our second objective was to understand how various planning jurisdictions within
California have interpreted AASHTO advice on clear sight-triangles within formal stan-

not restrict sidewalk

dards that restrict street trees or other objects near intersections. We also wanted to
know whether local standards are absolute or if they allow some discretionary leeway.
We collected data from thirty cities and compiled it in tables to compare it.

street trees unless

Third, we used computer modeling and drive-through simulations to analyze the
amount of visual obstruction caused by street trees and other objects at intersections,
as well as to test what drivers see. We first created four digital models of a typical urban

it can be shown

intersection. The basic configuration was kept constant but locations of sidewalk trees,
parked cars, and newspaper racks varied to reflect AASHTO recommendations, modified
AASHTO recommendations, the actual standards in place in Oakland, California, and a
researcher-defined pedestrian-friendly option. We animated the models with moving cars

unequivocally that

and created drive-through simulations from a driver’s viewpoint, showed the resulting
video to 96 individuals in a controlled laboratory experiment, and had them complete a
questionnaire.

they create unsafe

A MBIGUITIES
AASHTO uses a mathematical formula to determine the size of the departure triangles

environments.

it recommends, with variables related to street width and design speed. These formulas
result in very long sections of streets that are supposed to be kept clear of obstructions.
(For example, on a main roadway with a 100-foot right-of-way intersecting with a minor
street with a sixty-foot right-of-way, the tree line is supposed to be approximately 190 feet
back from the corner.) If the recommendations were followed precisely, many urban
blocks would have few street trees and little on-street parking, and all of it would be
clustered at mid-block.
Our research uncovered a major problem: AASHTO guidelines contain ambiguities
that make them difficult to interpret. For example, it’s hard to figure out where to set the
location of what’s called the “driver decision point,” which has major implications for how
much of the triangle overlaps the parking lane and sidewalk. Using a conservative interpretation of the AASHTO guidelines—setting the point 14.5 feet back from the curb edge—
makes no sense in cases where buildings come right to the property line. At that point the
buildings block most of the driver’s view of the intersecting roadway. On urban streets
with sidewalks and parking lanes, setting the driver decision point 14.5 feet back from the
edge of the near travel lane makes much more sense.
I NCONSISTENT A PPLIC ATION
While AASHTO differentiates between intersection types in terms of how they’re
controlled, and makes different clear-sight-triangle recommendations for different cases,
many of the California cities we studied adopt “one-size-fits-all” street-tree setback
standards. Nevertheless, street-tree setback and spacing requirements var y greatly
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among the California cities studied; setbacks range from fifteen to fifty feet back from
the curb, and minimum spacing between trees from twenty to fifty feet.
Of the California cities studied, many have no written standards for on-street parking
near intersections. Those that do have generally adopted looser restrictions for on-street
parking than for street trees, with parking setbacks ranging from 10 to 25 feet back from
the crosswalk. Those cities that have adopted standards for newspaper racks invariably
permit them to be much closer to intersections than either trees or parked cars, and
generally allow them to be both quite long (7.5 to 15 feet) as well as to extend above the
eye level of a driver in a typical car.
In addition to setback and spacing requirements, many cities have adopted additional
restrictions on street trees, such as required minimum distances from driveways, street
lights, signs, fire hydrants, gas meters, water meters, transformers, and parking meters.
The cumulative effect of so many restrictions severely limits where sidewalk street trees
may be placed along the whole length of a city block as well as near intersections.
In practice, it seems that many cities use a great deal of discretion regarding street
tree setbacks and spacing, that is, decisions are apparently often made on a case-by-case
basis. The widespread use of discretion means that urban designers are likely not to
know the reasoning behind the AASHTO recommendations, nor to be able to successfully
challenge them.
M ODELING W HAT D RIVERS S EE
Simulation seems to work well as a way of testing visibility at intersections, but
it’s important to reference actual driver behavior rather than make assumptions about it.
The method is particularly useful because it prods analysts to confront three-dimensional
realities they might not otherwise consider, such as that tree canopies generally start
some distance above the ground. ➢
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The primary conclusions that can be drawn from both the experiment results and
the survey answers is that, first, the presence of high-branching sidewalk trees near
intersections does not significantly affect a driver’s ability to see approaching cars—or at
least its significance is considerably less than that of other equally common curbside
objects such as parked cars and newspaper racks.
Second, the presence near intersections of a combination of parked cars and newspaper racks does significantly affect a driver’s ability to see approaching cars, regardless
of whether street trees are kept out of the AASHTO-recommended clear sight-triangle
or not.
In the end, the basic conclusion of our research is that street trees—if properly
selected, adequately spaced, and pruned to branch high—do not create much of a visibility problem for drivers entering an intersection where there is a stop control on just one
roadway. Cars parked on the street—particularly large ones such as the SUVs used in our
digital models to simulate worst-case conditions—create a substantially bigger visibility
problem, and newspaper racks also get in the way.
Although additional research is necessary, it’s clear that the AASHTO guidelines regarding recommended street-tree setbacks at urban intersections need to be re-evaluated. ◆

Alethea Harper, Jef f Williams, and Jason Hayter, all graduate students at UC Berkeley’s College of
Environmental Design, assisted in this research project. UC Berkeley’s XLab, the Social Science Research
Laboratory, provided support and facilities for conducting the driving simulations.
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